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Original submission 

 
First decision letter 

 
MS ID#: DEVELOP/2020/190942 
 
MS TITLE: Loss of dmrt1 restores female fates in the absence of cyp19a1a but not rbpms2 
 
AUTHORS: Shannon Romano, Odelya H Kaufman and Florence Marlow 
 
I have now received all the referees' reports on the above manuscript, and have reached a decision. 
The referees' comments are appended below, or you can access them online: please go to 
BenchPress and click on the 'Manuscripts with Decisions' queue in the Author Area. 
 
As you will see, the referees express considerable interest in your work, but have some criticisms 
and suggestions for improvements to your manuscript. If you are able to revise the manuscript 
along the lines suggested, I will be happy receive a revised version of the manuscript. Please also 
note that Development will normally permit only one round of major revision. 
 
We are aware that you may currently be unable to access the lab to undertake experimental 
revisions. If it would be helpful, we encourage you to contact us to discuss your revision in greater 
detail. Please send us a point-by-point response indicating where you are able to address concerns 
raised (either experimentally or by changes to the text) and where you will not be able to do so 
within the normal timeframe of a revision. We will then provide further guidance. Please also note 
that we are happy to extend revision timeframes if necessary.  
 
Please attend to all of the reviewers' comments and ensure that you clearly highlight all changes 
made in the revised manuscript. Please avoid using 'Tracked changes' in Word files as these are lost 
in PDF conversion. I should be grateful if you would also provide a point-by-point response detailing 
how you have dealt with the points raised by the reviewers in the 'Response to Reviewers' box. If 
you do not agree with any of their criticisms or suggestions please explain clearly why this is so. 
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Reviewer 1 
 
Advance summary and potential significance to field 
 
Romano and colleagues characterize zebrafish gonad differentiation in two related triple mutant 
zebrafish: rbpms2a;rbpms2b;dmrt1 triple homozygotes and dmrt1;cyp19a1a double homozygotes. 
The rbpms2a;rbpms2b;dmrt1 triple homozygous mutants fail to develop ovaries. Adults appear male 
but lack germ cells. In contrast, the dmrt1;cyp19a1a double homozygous mutants develop ovaries 
or testes as juveniles, consistent with recently published work by Wu and colleagues (PMID 
32001440). Overall, the manuscript reports important new observations regarding zebrafish sex 
determination and differentiation, using elegant genetic approaches to show that 1) rbpms2a and 
rbpms2b are essential for ovary differentiation even in the absence of dmrt1, and 2) dmrt1 
represses rbpms2 genes to promote testes differentiation. These observations improve our 
understanding of how sex is determined in laboratory zebrafish.  
 
Comments for the author 
 
I feel that the manuscript would be improved by making changes to the content and organization 
and labeling of the figures (especially Figure 2 and Figure 5) and that no additional experiments are 
required to support the conclusions in Figures 2-4.  
 
Figure 1 was confusing because it doesn’t seem like it fits with the other results and because the 
data are inconclusive. First, the key results of the manuscript are presented in Figures 2-4 
(characterization of gonad differentiation phenotypes in rbpms2;dmrt1 and dmrt1;cyp19a1a triple 
and double mutants). Since the gonad differentiation phenotype in rbpms2 double mutants was 
previously described using vasa/buc immunofluorescence, Figure 1 purports to characterize the 
gonad phenotype in more detail by looking at candidate gene expression differences and 
differences in tgfb signaling. The main thrust of the paper is looking at vasa/buc 
immunofluorescence in rbpms2;dmrt1 and dmrt1;cyp19a1a mutants, so it was confusing to start 
with tgfb signaling in rbpm2 double mutants. Perhaps the flow would be improved if Fig 1 was 
moved to after existing Figure 4, before Fig 5? Second, the RT-PCR results in Figure 1A appear 
inconclusive. There is tremendous variability in band intensity within genotypes. There is little 
correlation between gene expression across multiple genes. For example, the first two wild type 
samples have variable but detectable levels of sox9a expression, yet undetectable levels of amh. 
The third wt sample has low but visible band for sox9a and a bright band for amh, while the fourth 
wt sample has no detectable band in either sox9a or amh. I don’t understand how to interpret this 
data, since sox9a (oocyte) and amh (testis Sertoli cells) transcripts should be inversely proportional 
to one another? Additionally, the cyp19a1a samples – some have two bands and some have only one 
band? Perhaps the sample sizes are too low so natural biologic variability is making it hard to 
interpret the results? 
 
Below are suggestions to improve clarity and remove ambiguity from the manuscript (Figures 2-5): 
 
Figure 2 shows gonad staining in rbpms2a/b double mutants. Panel F indicates that the green label 
is GFP from ziwi:GFP transgenic, but the figure legend says the gonads were labeled with an anti-
Vasa antibody. Meanwhile, the text describing Figure 2 mentions additional labeling to detect the 
oocyte marker Buc, yet no such labeling appears in the figure. Please correct this figure. Based on 
the manuscript text, I assume that this figure should show germ cell labeling (Vasa) together with 
Buc labeling to show presence or absence of early stage oocytes, similar to Figure 4? When revising 
this figure, please ensure that it is colorblind friendly (for a guide to showing 3 color images, see 
https://www.ascb.org/science-news/how-to-make-scientific-figures-accessible-to-readers-with-
color-blindness/). Additionally, for 3 color labeling it is usually helpful to show single channel 
images together with merged images (as in Figure 1), rather than only showing merged images. The 
single channel images should be monochrome. 
 
In the rationale for testing epistasis between rbmps2a/b and dmrt1, the authors write “We 
reasoned that if rbmps2 mutants develop as fertile males because of failed antagonism of the 
Dmrt1-mediated male pathway then loss of dmrt1 should restore female development in 
rbpms2DMs. However, if rbpms2 acts upstream of dmrt1, or acts in a distinct pathway then dmrt1 
mutants would fail to differentiate as females even in the absence of Rbpms2.” The authors 
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analyzed juvenile gonads from triple mutants and found that triple mutants develop into adult 
males (albeit lacking germ cells). However, the reader is left hanging because the authors conclude 
that rbpms2 is epistatic to dmrt1 and that rbpm2 “is essential for female sex-specific 
differentiation even in the absence of Dmrt1.” Do the authors conclude that rbpms2 acts upstream 
of dmrt1? Or that rbpms2 acts in a distinct pathway compared to dmrt1? Discussion of these points 
would be helpful.  
 
In Figure 3, the authors characterize rbpms2a;rbpms2b;drmt1 triple homozygous mutants and find 
that triple mutants develop into sterile males lacking germ cells. What about the secondary sex 
characteristics of these mutants (and their single and double mutant siblings)? Do the triple mutant 
males have male or female secondary sex characteristics (eg anal fin coloration, presence/absence 
of genital papilla), or a mix of both as occurs in some zebrafish sex differentiation mutants (eg 
androgen receptor mutants)? If the authors collected this data, then please include to make the 
manuscript more comprehensive. If the authors didn’t collect such data, then don’t worry about it 
because it won’t change the central conclusion of the manuscript.  
 
Figure 4, please revise the false color immunofluorescence images to be color blind friendly. It’s a 
good thing I’m socially isolated with family members that aren’t color blind because I had to ask 
them to point out to me the red dots (Buc) vs the green.  
 
Figure 5, I appreciate that the authors end the manuscript with a model of how dmrt1, rbpms2 and 
cyp19a1a influence development of the bipotential gonad and development of the mature ovary 
and testis. However, I think this model can be improved to make it more comprehensive and easier 
for the reader to understand: 
 
1) Can the authors better illustrate the roles of dmrt1/rbpm2/cyp19a1a in gonocyte development 
(bipotential gonad) versus in ovary/testis differentiation vs in maintenance of the differentiated 
adult gonad? It was unclear the distinction between all three, but especially the latter two, which 
were lumped together as day >35. Is there a difference in the factors and signaling pathways that 
regulate ovary/testis differentiation and maintenance of the differentiated adult gonad? One idea 
is to focus the model on development of bipotential gonad and differentiation of testes vs ovaries 
and omit the maintenance of adult gonad, to align with the focus of the manuscript. Alternatively, 
you could add an additional area to the model, focusing on maintenance of differentiated gonad 
(eg day >60). 
 
2) It would help the reader if you could add additional panels showing how development of 
gonocyte and differentiation of the ovary/testis are affected by mutations in dmrt1;rbpm2 single 
and combination mutants, analogous to Fig 5 of Wu et al (PMID 32001440). 
 
3) I appreciate how the authors integrated known signaling pathways that were not the focus of the 
manuscript, such as bmp15 and estrogens, into their model of gonad formation and differentiation 
in wild type zebrafish. Would it be possible to do more of this? For example, estrogens also play a 
role in development of the bipotential gonad (day 0-15), yet the authors only illustrated estrogens 
in later stages (day >35). It could also be helpful to integrate other important gonad signaling 
genes, such as nuclear estrogen and androgen receptors, cdk21, etc., into the model, especially if 
there is data on their relationship to cyp19a1a, dmrt1 or rpbms2 (PMID 32001440, 30763280, 
28398516, 29272351, 29228103).  
 
Methods section. Please include company and catalogue number information for each antibody. 
 
 
Reviewer 2 
 
Advance summary and potential significance to field 
 
In the manuscript “Loss of dmrt1 restores female fates in the absence of cyp19a1a but not rbpms2” 
the authors investigate the relationship between the putative male promoting dmrt1 gene and 
genes needed for female fate/development- cyp19a1 and rbpms2 (actually looking at rbpms2a and 
rbpms2b). They use genetic epistasis analysis, with double and triple mutants, to ask how these 
genes might antagonize each other. The genetic analysis provide evidence that dmrt1 is needed to 
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antagonize both rbpms2 and cyp19a1a for development of adult males and to antagonize rbpms2 in 
undifferentiated/early differentiating male gonads. In addition, they show that Tgf-beta signaling is 
active in somatic gonad cells of early gonads and in female germ cells. However, how these data on 
Tgf-beta signaling integrate into the main study is not clear. The authors also report that some 
mRNAs with known roles in gonad development have predicted Rbpms2 binding sites, however 
these were not experimentally tested and functional roles were not investigated. Again, how the 
identification of Rbpms2 binding sites supports the main conclusions or connects to the main 
subject of the manuscript is unclear. The major findings reported have relatively small numbers 
and statistical analysis was not carried out. For the manuscript to stand on these data for their 
major conclusions, they should carry out statistical analysis to show that the data are robust, as 
detailed in the specific comments. Generally, alternate conclusions were not always considered in 
the conclusions, as described in specific comments below.  
 
Main Findings:  
• Tgfb signaling is strong in early zebrafish oocytes and in somatic gonad cells, although the 
latter is detectable at a slightly later time point. Tgfb signaling is barely detectable in developing 
spermatogonial cells of newly differentiating testes. 
• Although potential rbpms2 binding sites are found in the dmrt1 mRNA, dmrt1 antagonizes 
rbpms2 to permit/instruct male development. Rbpms2b appears to be more important for this 
interaction, however the authors don’t mention this. 
• The relationship between cyp19a1a and dmrt1 on the early differentiating gonad is unclear 
and may be mutually antagonistic (this is different than the authors conclusions) 
• Dmrt1 likely antagonizes cyp19a1a (or may act independently as the authors suggest) to 
permit/instruct male development 
 
Comments for the author 
 
Specific Comments: 
 
The use of “bipotential phase” in the manuscript is not defined by the authors and is unclear. I 
believe the authors use his phrase to describe the stage where the gonad has not yet begun to 
histologically differentiate as male or female but has immature oocytes present. In mammals, the 
bipotential gonad does not contain oocytes, so I don’t think using “bipotential” phase to describe 
the undifferentiated gonad containing oocytes, is inaccurate and can be confusing. The gonad can 
be said to be bipotential before oocytes are present as well, therefore the authors could refer to 
this stage as  “juvenile ovary”, “bipotential ovary”, “undetermined ovary” or something similar – 
there is not really a consensus in the field on what this stage should be called so the authors should 
define what exactly they mean and what phrase they will use to describe this developmental stage.  
 
Page 3- the description of rbpms2 is stuck at the end of the Bmp15 paragraph. It would be useful to 
have this information in its own paragraph 
 
Page 3, middle paragraph: The statement that that “zebrafish establish a bipotential gonad that is 
initially female in character”, could be misleading. The gonad has a female appearance but gene 
expression data suggests it is bipotential (expresses genes that later become male or female 
enriched). Although there are also some recent expression data suggestion that the gonad may 
already be starting to commit to one sex at this stage.  The authors should be more specific about 
what they mean by “female in character” since they mean histologically and not based on gene 
expression or other features. 
 
Page 4, middle paragraph and Fig 1. It is unclear what useful conclusions can be made from Fig. 1 
left panel. The RT-PCR results seem to be variable and overall inconclusive. For example, in the 
wild-type, there are two sample positive for sox9a, neither of which is also positive for amh. In the 
rbpms mutants the fish that is positive for sox9a is positive for amh. This does not support that 
authors conclusion that the gene expression is the same in rbpms mutants compared to wild-type. 
With this variable expression in different samples, there are not enough samples to reach a 
conclusion. I suggest removing this panel all together since it does not support the authors 
conclusions and does not add to the manuscript. When discussing the expression (including for bmpr 
genes), the authors should also take into account that they are using trunk tissues and these genes 
might be expressed in other tissues in the trunk as well as the gonad. 
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Page 5, bottom paragraph: It would be useful for the authors to include a list of all genes surveyed 
in this analysis of potential Rbpms2 binding targets. This could be included in table 1 or in a 
supplemental table. 
 
Page 5, last sentence: This sentence is confusing to read. I suggest making this a list with 
semicolons. 
 
Page 6-7, last paragraph on pg 6 continuing to pg 7, and Fig 3: 1) The number of animals analyzed 
in this experiment is quite small, please include statistical analysis on these data. The authors 
could consider combining the wild-types and hets, e.g. MHM=MWM. I think this should be done in 
the chart to make the data easier to interpret (see comments on figure3). 2) The sterility in the 
rpbms2b; dmrt1 double mutant and triple mutant can be explained by loss of dmrt1. In their 
interpretation of the sterility, the authors do not take into consideration that dmrt1 mutant males 
are sterile and lack germ cells. If dmrt1 is necessary for testis morphogenesis and spermatogenesis, 
independent of rbpms2, then these males would be sterile and resemble dmrt1 mutant testes. It 
would be great to see histology of these double and triple mutants to see if they resemble dmrt1 
mutant testes. 3) It is very interesting that the rbpms2b dmrt1 double mutants have essentially the 
same phenotype as the triple mutant whereas the rbpms2a dmrt1 double mutant looks like a dmrt1 
mutant. This suggests that rpbms2b mainly interacts with dmrt1.  
 
Page 8, top paragraph: It is very interesting that some of the cyp19;dmrt1 double mutants can 
make early oocytes, however I don’t believe a strong epistasis argument can be made from the data 
presented. From the 4 animals analyzed 3/4 had ooctyes and 1/4  did not, and instead appeared 
similar to a cyp19 single mutant. This is the same as if half of the double mutants had the dmrt1 
single mutant phenotype and half had the cyp19 mutant phenotype. Therefore, there is not enough 
data to state that one is epistatic over the other. Perhaps there is mutual antagonism that could 
explain this mixed phenotype. Another possibility is that some of the double mutants have delayed 
development and would eventually form oocytes. The authors should not overstate the findings and 
consider other possibilities and interpretations of the data. 
 
Page 8 and figure 4: please provide statistical analysis for the data in fig. 4H. 
 
Discussion and Fig. 5: I don’t agree that the data fully support the conclusion the cyp19a1a 
suppresses dmrt1 to allow follicle formation in the undifferentiated gonad. It is possible but the 
data point to a more complex interaction that should be represented in the model. In the figure, I 
am not sure why there is antagonism of dmrt1 by rbpms1 in addition to the dmrt1 antagonism of 
rbpms2. The data support the former. 
 
Methods: please include methods for the RT-PCR experiments. Please include methods criteria for 
sexing adult fish. Please include methods for fertility assays. 
 
Fig. 1A: Are these from 5 independent fish? What is the blue asterisk? Why are there two bands for 
cyp19a1a? The cell types that genes are expressed in on the left panel are incorrect.  
 
Fig. 1B: Why are the wt labels in quotes? 
 
Fig. 3: A. It would be easier to compare the data in the chart if the wild-types and hets were 
considered as equal. I agree that it is good to show all the data, so maybe the full data with all 
genotypes could be provided in a supplementary chart or table. B. The genotypes in this table are 
nearly impossible to read. I think it would be better to use a shorthand, similar to A, to make the 
table easier to read. The number of fertilized eggs on their own is not meaningful. The total 
number of eggs counted also needs to be shown.  
 
Fig. 4: please point out the Buc positive balbiani body labeling in the figures. Because of the 
differences in lighting in panels E&F compared to G, it is difficult to compare these images. I don’t 
think they are helpful. 
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Reviewer 3 
 
Advance summary and potential significance to field 
 
Romano et al. make a number of double and triple mutants to dissect mechanisms of sex 
determination in zebrafish. The experiments are well done and well documented. The text 
motivates the hypotheses and experiments well. The results are novel and help push forward our 
understanding of sex determination. They have identified some putative targets of Rbpms2, and it 
would be nice to see these tested, but not in this paper. 
 
Title refers to gene rbms2, but zebrafish has no gene called rbms2, it has only rbms2a and rbms2b, 
so this is misleading.  
Would be nice to have a short explanation of the relative importance of rbms2a and rbms2b in sex 
determination. And whether these genes are expressed in other parts of the zebrafish body.  
Text needs a discussion about the potential role of Rbms2 in mammalian sex determination to 
determine the generality of the results. 
 
Comments for the author 
 
Romano et al. make a number of double and triple mutants to dissect mechanisms of sex 
determination in zebrafish. The experiments are well done and well documented. The text 
motivates the hypotheses and experiments well. The results are novel and help push forward our 
understanding of sex determination. They have identified some putative targets of Rbpms2, and it 
would be nice to see these tested, but not in this paper. 
 
Title refers to gene rbms2, but zebrafish has no gene called rbms2, it has only rbms2a and rbms2b, 
so this is misleading.  
Would be nice to have a short explanation of the relative importance of rbms2a and rbms2b in sex 
determination. And whether these genes are expressed in other parts of the zebrafish body.  
Text needs a discussion about the potential role of Rbms2 in mammalian sex determination to 
determine the generality of the results. 
 
 

 
 
First revision 
 
Author response to reviewers' comments 
 
We thank the reviewers for your time and appreciate your positive views and constructive 
evaluation of our manuscript reporting genetic interactions between regulators of sex specific 
differentiation. We appreciate the constructive comments and have carefully considered and have 
addressed each point. Specifically, we have performed additional experiments, made revisions to 
the main figures, included new data in the main figures, tables, and supplemental figures, and 
made revisions to the text to address each matter. Our detailed point-by-point responses and a 
description of the revisions are provided below.  
We hope that the reviewers will agree that the new results and revisions have strengthened the 
manuscript and we hope that you will find our revised manuscript suitable for publication in 
Development. 
 
Reviewer 1 Advance summary and potential significance to field 
Romano and colleagues characterize zebrafish gonad differentiation in two related triple mutant 
zebrafish: rbpms2a;rbpms2b;dmrt1 triple homozygotes and dmrt1;cyp19a1a double homozygotes. 
The rbpms2a;rbpms2b;dmrt1 triple homozygous mutants fail to develop ovaries. Adults appear male 
but lack germ cells. In contrast, the dmrt1;cyp19a1a double homozygous mutants develop ovaries 
or testes as juveniles, consistent with recently published work by Wu and colleagues (PMID 
32001440). Overall, the manuscript reports important new observations regarding zebrafish sex 
determination and differentiation, using elegant genetic approaches to show that 1) rbpms2a and 
rbpms2b are essential for ovary differentiation even in the absence of dmrt1, and 2) dmrt1 
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represses rbpms2 genes to promote testes differentiation. These observations improve our 
understanding of how sex is determined in laboratory zebrafish.  
 
 Reviewer 1 Comments for the author 
 I feel that the manuscript would be improved by making changes to the content and organization 
and labeling of the figures (especially Figure 2 and Figure 5) and that no additional experiments are 
required to support the conclusions in Figures 2-4. Figure 1 was confusing because it doesn’t seem 
like it fits with the other results and because the data are inconclusive.  
To avoid confusion, we have removed the first part of Figure 1A and rearranged the second part of 
Figure 1A as suggested by reviewers 1 and 2.  
First, the key results of the manuscript are presented in Figures 2-4 (characterization of gonad 
differentiation phenotypes in rbpms2;dmrt1 and dmrt1;cyp19a1a triple and double mutants). Since 
the gonad differentiation phenotype in rbpms2 double mutants was previously described using 
vasa/buc immunofluorescence, Figure 1 purports to characterize the gonad phenotype in more 
detail by looking at candidate gene expression differences and differences in tgfb signaling. The 
main thrust of the paper is looking at vasa/buc immunofluorescence in rbpms2;dmrt1 and 
dmrt1;cyp19a1a mutants, so it was confusing to start with tgfb signaling in rbpm2 double mutants. 
Perhaps the flow would be improved if Fig 1 was moved to after existing Figure 4, before Fig 5?  
 
We have revised the introduction and have rearranged the relevant paragraphs in the results 
section to more clearly state the previously reported relationships between Rbpms, TGF-beta and 
BMP signaling and rationale for looking at these pathways. 
Introduction: 
“Rbpms2 is conserved among vertebrates and has been shown to regulate Bmp in the 
gastrointestinal tract and smooth muscle plasticity in mammalian systems[28, 29,30], and to play a 
significant role in zebrafish cardiac development[27]. More specifically, RBPMS2 is expressed in 
chick visceral smooth muscle cell (SMC) precursors and blocks SMC differentiation by promoting 
expression of the BMP inhibitor noggin [30]. In addition, based on studies in 293T cells, RBPMS has 
been postulated to promote nuclear accumulation of Smad2/3 and transcriptional activation of 
Smad2/3 targets by a mechanism that requires Smad2/3 phosphorylation[31].” 
Results and Discussion: We changed the order of the sections and now begin with “Identification of 
candidate Rbpms2 target RNAs”, and follow with “Molecular characterization of rbpms2DM juvenile 

gonads”, and then “TGF- signaling in the differentiating gonad”. 
Second, the RT-PCR results in Figure 1A appear inconclusive. There is tremendous variability in 
band intensity within genotypes. There is little correlation between gene expression across multiple 
genes. For example, the first two wild type samples have variable but detectable levels of sox9a 
expression, yet undetectable levels of amh. The third wt sample has low but visible band for sox9a 
and a bright band for amh, while the fourth wt sample has no detectable band in either sox9a or 
amh. I don’t understand how to interpret this data, since sox9a (oocyte) and amh (testis Sertoli 
cells) transcripts should be inversely proportional to one another? Additionally, the cyp19a1a 
samples – some have two bands and some have only one band? Perhaps the sample sizes are too low 
so natural biologic variability is making it hard to interpret the results? 
These experiments were conducted using cDNA generated from individual trunks so the gonad tissue 
as well as other somatic tissues; thus the additional bands might reflect cyp variants expressed in 
other cell types. Although there was variation among individuals, we saw no differences in pattern 
between WT and mutants and interpreted this to mean that gonad development is comparable 
between the two at this point; however, as recommended by reviewers 1 and 2 we have removed 
this data.  
 
Below are suggestions to improve clarity and remove ambiguity from the manuscript (Figures 2-
5):Figure 2 shows gonad staining in rbpms2a/b double mutants. Panel F indicates that the green 
label is GFP from ziwi:GFP transgenic, but the figure legend says the gonads were labeled with an 
anti-Vasa antibody Thank you for pointing this out. The gonads were stained with Vasa antibody. 
The label on the panel has been corrected in the revised figure.  
Meanwhile, the text describing Figure 2 mentions additional labeling to detect the oocyte marker 
Buc, yet no such labeling appears in the figure. Please correct this figure. Based on the manuscript 
text, I assume that this figure should show germ cell labeling (Vasa) together with Buc labeling to 
show presence or absence of early stage oocytes, similar to Figure 4? When revising this figure, 
please ensure that it is colorblind friendly (for a guide to showing 3 color images, see 
https://www.ascb.org/science-news/how-to-make-scientific-figures-accessible-to-readers-with-
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color-blindness/). Additionally, for 3 color labeling it is usually helpful to show single channel 
images together with merged images (as in Figure 1), rather than only showing merged images. The 
single channel images should be monochrome.  
The figures have been revised to be color blind friendly and as recommended by the reviewer.  
 
In the rationale for testing epistasis between rbmps2a/b and dmrt1, the authors write “We 
reasoned that if rbmps2 mutants develop as fertile males because of failed antagonism of the 
Dmrt1-mediated male pathway then loss of dmrt1 should restore female development in 
rbpms2DMs. However, if rbpms2 acts upstream of dmrt1, or acts in a distinct pathway then dmrt1 
mutants would fail to differentiate as females even in the absence of Rbpms2.” The authors 
analyzed juvenile gonads from triple mutants and found that triple mutants develop into adult 
males (albeit lacking germ cells). However, the reader is left hanging because the authors conclude 
that rbpms2 is epistatic to dmrt1 and that rbpm2 “is essential for female sex-specific 
differentiation even in the absence of Dmrt1.” Do the authors conclude that rbpms2 acts upstream 
of dmrt1? Or that rbpms2 acts in a distinct pathway compared to dmrt1? Discussion of these points 
would be helpful. 
We conclude that Rbpms2 is either upstream or acts in a parallel mutually antagonistic pathway 
based on the genetic data and presence of Rbpms2 binding sites in the dmrt1 3’utr, Rbpms2 likely 
represses translation of Dmrt1 in which case it would be upstream. Thus, loss of Rbpms2 would lead 
to production of Dmrt1 and male fates. That TMs cannot develop as females indicates that 
additional Rbpms2 targets are required for female fates. 
 
We have addressed this in the following paragraph in the revised manuscript: “We provide evidence 
that the critical female factor, rbpms2 is either upstream of dmrt1 or acts in a parallel mutually 
antagonistic pathway. Based on the genetic data and presence of Rbpms2 binding sites in the dmrt1 
3’utr, Rbpms2 likely represses translation of Dmrt1 placing it upstream, and therefore, epistatic to 
dmrt1 in terms of adult sex. Accordingly, loss of Rbpms2 would lead to production of Dmrt1 and 
male differentiation (Fig. 6). However, once produced, Dmrt1 or its targets likely antagonize or 
promote elimination of Rbpms2 and factors required for acquisition of female fates, since Rbpms2 
protein is not detected in testis. 
 
In Figure 3, the authors characterize rbpms2a;rbpms2b;drmt1 triple homozygous mutants and find 
that triple mutants develop into sterile males lacking germ cells. What about the secondary sex 
characteristics of these mutants (and their single and double mutant siblings)? Do the triple mutant 
males have male or female secondary sex characteristics (eg anal fin coloration, presence/absence 
of genital papilla), or a mix of both as occurs in some zebrafish sex differentiation mutants (eg 
androgen receptor mutants)? If the authors collected this data, then please include to make the 
manuscript more comprehensive. If the authors didn’t collect such data, then don’t worry about it 
because it won’t change the central conclusion of the manuscript.  
Figure 3 has been revised to include analyses of secondary sex traits as recommended by the 
reviewer. The methods/criteria for sexing the fish have also been described in the legend and 
methods sections. 
 
Figure 4, please revise the false color immunofluorescence images to be color blind friendly. It’s a 
good thing I’m socially isolated with family members that aren’t color blind because I had to ask 
them to point out to me the red dots (Buc) vs the green.  
The figures have been revised to be color blind friendly and as recommended by the reviewer. 
 
Figure 5, I appreciate that the authors end the manuscript with a model of how dmrt1, rbpms2 and 
cyp19a1a influence development of the bipotential gonad and development of the mature ovary 
and testis. However, I think this model can be improved to make it more comprehensive and easier 
for the reader to understand:  
 
1) Can the authors better illustrate the roles of dmrt1/rbpm2/cyp19a1a in gonocyte development 
(bipotential gonad) versus in ovary/testis differentiation vs in maintenance of the differentiated 
adult gonad? It was unclear the distinction between all three, but especially the latter two, which 
were lumped together as day >35. 
Figure 5, now Figure 6, has been revised to more clearly distinguish between “sexual 
differentiation”, “undifferentiated”, and “differentiated/maintenance” as recommended by the 
reviewer. 
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Is there a difference in the factors and signaling pathways that regulate ovary/testis differentiation 
and maintenance of the differentiated adult gonad. One idea is to focus the model on development 
of bipotential gonad and differentiation of testes vs ovaries and omit the maintenance of adult 
gonad, to align with the focus of the manuscript. Alternatively, you could add an additional area to 
the model, focusing on maintenance of differentiated gonad (eg day >60). 
As indicated above, Figure 5, now Figure 6, has been revised to include new headings at the top: 
“sexual differentiation” between “undifferentiated” and “differentiated/maintenance” with 
corresponding days post fertilization. In addition, we have included the corresponding stages of 
meiosis to facilitate comparisons across organisms: “prophase I-Diplotene arrest” and maturation 
would be “Diplotene to Meiosis II”. 
 
2) It would help the reader if you could add additional panels showing how development of 
gonocyte and differentiation of the ovary/testis are affected by mutations in dmrt1;rbpm2 single 
and combination mutants, analogous to Fig 5 of Wu et al (PMID 32001440).  
Figure 5, now Figure 6, has been revised as recommended by the reviewer. 
 
3) I appreciate how the authors integrated known signaling pathways that were not the focus of the 
manuscript, such as bmp15 and estrogens, into their model of gonad formation and differentiation 
in wild type zebrafish. Would it be possible to do more of this? For example, estrogens also play a 
role in development of the bipotential gonad (day 0-15), yet the authors only illustrated estrogens 
in later stages (day >35). It could also be helpful to integrate other important gonad signaling 
genes, such as nuclear estrogen and androgen receptors, cdk21, etc., into the model, especially if 
there is data on their relationship to cyp19a1a, dmrt1 or rpbms2 (PMID 32001440, 30763280, 
28398516, 29272351, 29228103).  
We have revised the model to build in additional factors as recommended by the reviewer. 
 
Methods section. Please include company and catalogue number information for each antibody.  
The company and catalog number information has been included as requested by the reviewer.  
 
 
Reviewer 2 Advance summary and potential significance to field 
 In the manuscript “Loss of dmrt1 restores female fates in the absence of cyp19a1a but not 
rbpms2” the authors investigate the relationship between the putative male promoting dmrt1 gene 
and genes needed for female fate/development- cyp19a1 and rbpms2 (actually looking at rbpms2a 
and rbpms2b). They use genetic epistasis analysis, with double and triple mutants, to ask how these 
genes might antagonize each other. The genetic analysis provide evidence that dmrt1 is needed to 
antagonize both rbpms2 and cyp19a1a for development of adult males and to antagonize rbpms2 in 
undifferentiated/early differentiating male gonads. In addition, they show that Tgf-beta signaling is 
active in somatic gonad cells of early gonads and in female germ cells. However, how these data on 
Tgf-beta signaling integrate into the main study is not clear. The authors also report that some 
mRNAs with known roles in gonad development have predicted Rbpms2 binding sites, however 
these were not experimentally tested and functional roles were not investigated. Again, how the 
identification of Rbpms2 binding sites supports the main conclusions or connects to the main 
subject of the manuscript is unclear. The major findings reported have relatively small numbers 
and statistical analysis was not carried out.  
We have revised the text to clarify that the presence of Rbpms2 binding sites makes the RNA a 
potential target for Rbpms2 regulation. Those targets known to be involved in gonad development 
(particularly those with similar phenotypes to rbpms2) are more compelling targets.  
 “The presence of a Rbpms RNA-binding site indicates that an RNA may be a potential target for 
Rbpms2 regulation. Targets involved in gonad development (particularly those with similar 
phenotypes to rbpms2) are compelling targets for investigation.” 
For the manuscript to stand on these data for their major conclusions, they should carry out 
statistical analysis to show that the data are robust, as detailed in the specific comments. 
Generally, alternate conclusions were not always considered in the conclusions, as described in 
specific comments below.  
Statistical analyses have been included in the revised figures, legends and methods sections. 
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Main Findings:  
•Tgfb signaling is strong in early zebrafish oocytes and in somatic gonad cells, although the latter is 
detectable at a slightly later time point. Tgfb signaling is barely detectable in developing 
spermatogonial cells of newly differentiating testes. 
•Although potential rbpms2 binding sites are found in the dmrt1 mRNA, dmrt1 antagonizes rbpms2 
to permit/instruct male development. Rbpms2b appears to be more important for this interaction, 
however the authors don’t mention this. 
This has been addressed this in the revised discussion of Rbpms regulation of Dmrt1, “We provide 
evidence that the critical female factor, rbpms2 is either upstream of dmrt1 or acts in a parallel 
mutually antagonistic pathway. Based on the genetic data and presence of Rbpms2 binding sites in 
the dmrt1 3’utr, Rbpms2 likely represses translation of Dmrt1 placing it upstream, and therefore, 
epistatic to dmrt1 in terms of adult sex. Accordingly, loss of Rbpms2 would lead to production of 
Dmrt1 and male differentiation (Fig. 6). However, once produced, Dmrt1 or its targets likely 
antagonize or promote elimination of Rbpms2 and factors required for acquisition of female fates, 
since Rbpms2 protein is not detected in testis. 
In addition, we addressed the difference between Rbpms2a and Rbpms2b contributions as follows: 
“Interestingly, dmrt1 mutants that were also rbpms2b mutants, with just one copy of rbpms2a 
intact (compound HMM), were sterile males like TMs (Fig. 3B). Thus, although rbpms2a and rbpms2b 
have redundant function, requiring loss of both to observe the male-only phenotype, it appears that 
rbpms2b is more important for sustaining female fates since even in the absence of dmrt1 one copy 
of rbpms2b but not rbpms2a is sufficient to maintain female fates. Identifying the basis of this 
difference in rbpms2 activity is an important area of future investigation.” 
 
•The relationship between cyp19a1a and dmrt1 on the early differentiating gonad is unclear and 
may be mutually antagonistic (this is different than the authors conclusions)  
The regulatory relationship between dmrt and cyp19a1a has been addressed in this revised 
discussion section as follows: 
 “Moreover, these results support a regulatory relationship between dmrt1 and cyp19a1a and 
suggest that Cyp19a1a is required to establish the bipotential ovary and does so by antagonizing 
Dmrt1 activity (Fig. 6A). That bipotentiality is restored indicates that this relationship is likely 
mutually antagonistic, with Dmrt1 antagonizing early Cyp19a1a activity under normal conditions, 
poising the system for male differentiation.” 
 
 
 Reviewer 2 Comments for the author 
 Specific Comments: 
 
The use of “bipotential phase” in the manuscript is not defined by the authors and is unclear. I 
believe the authors use his phrase to describe the stage where the gonad has not yet begun to 
histologically differentiate as male or female but has immature oocytes present. In mammals, the 
bipotential gonad does not contain oocytes, so I don’t think using “bipotential” phase to describe 
the undifferentiated gonad containing oocytes, is inaccurate and can be confusing. The gonad can 
be said to be bipotential before oocytes are present as well, therefore the authors could refer to 
this stage as “juvenile ovary”, “bipotential ovary”, “undetermined ovary” or something similar – 
there is not really a consensus in the field on what this stage should be called so the authors should 
define what exactly they mean and what phrase they will use to describe this developmental stage.  
We agree with the reviewer and have revised the manuscript to include more clear terms and 
definitions of each stage. Specifically, we use  “juvenile gonad” to refer to organs lacking early 
oocytes and we use “bipotential ovary” for stages when oocytes are present to distinguish between 
these stages. Accordingly, throughout the manuscript, “bipotential gonad” has been replaced with 
“juvenile gonad” in animals until d21 of development and has been replaced with “bipotential 
ovary” for animals d28 forward.  
In addition, we have revised introduction to further clarify the distinction between the juvenile 
gonad and bipotential ovary as follows:  “ Like most teleost fish, zebrafish are a gonochoristic 
species, eventually differentiating into one of two sexes, that in general do not switch sex as 
adults[9]. However, the zebrafish juvenile gonad, which is initially undifferentiated further 
develops into a bipotential ovary that contains early stage oocytes but remains poised to develop as 
either an ovary or a testis[10].” 
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Page 3- the description of rbpms2 is stuck at the end of the Bmp15 paragraph. It would be useful to 
have this information in its own paragraph  
As suggested by the reviewers, a paragraph break has been added between the Bmp and Rbpms2 
sections. 
 
Page 3, middle paragraph: The statement that that “zebrafish establish a bipotential gonad that is 
initially female in character”, could be misleading. The gonad has a female appearance but gene 
expression data suggests it is bipotential (expresses genes that later become male or female 
enriched). Although there are also some recent expression data suggestion that the gonad may 
already be starting to commit to one sex at this stage. The authors should be more specific about 
what they mean by “female in character” since they mean histologically and not based on gene 
expression or other features.  
As indicated above, we have replaced the use of “bipotential gonad” with “juvenile gonad” for 
undifferentiated gonads and “bipotential ovary” for bipotential gonads that contain early oocytes. 
In addition the sentence has been revised to specify that the bipotential ovary is female based on 
histological features and the presence of oocytes as follows: 
“Since zebrafish first establish a bipotential ovary, based on the presence of histologically evident 
early oocytes, that can eventually differentiate as an ovary or a testis, we reasoned that 
antagonism of male promoting factors, such as Dmrt1 would be key to female-specific 
differentiation.” 
 
Page 4, middle paragraph and Fig 1. It is unclear what useful conclusions can be made from Fig. 1 
left panel. The RT-PCR results seem to be variable and overall inconclusive. For example, in the 
wild-type, there are two sample positive for sox9a, neither of which is also positive for amh. In the 
rbpms mutants the fish that is positive for sox9a is positive for amh. This does not support that 
authors conclusion that the gene expression is the same in rbpms mutants compared to wild-type. 
With this variable expression in different samples, there are not enough samples to reach a 
conclusion. I suggest removing this panel all together since it does not support the authors 
conclusions and does not add to the manuscript. When discussing the expression (including for bmpr 
genes), the authors should also take into account that they are using trunk tissues and these genes 
might be expressed in other tissues in the trunk as well as the gonad. 
We agree that other tissues in the trunk can be confounding. As mentioned above, this part of 
Figure 1 has been removed according to the reviewer’s recommendations. 
 
Page 5, bottom paragraph: It would be useful for the authors to include a list of all genes surveyed 
in this analysis of potential Rbpms2 binding targets. This could be included in table 1 or in a 
supplemental table. 
We have revised table 1 to include genes analyzed with known roles in sex determination that are 
relevant to this paper (e.g. bmp receptors, foxl2, gsdf, gdf9, cdk21). 
 
Page 5, last sentence: This sentence is confusing to read. I suggest making this a list with 
semicolons.  
As reviewer 2 pointed out, this sentence was difficult to read. We have split the sentence into two 

sentences to make it easier to follow. It now reads: “In mammalian systems, TGF-  signaling 
mediated by GDF-9 and BMP15 form an oocyte-granulosa cell feedback loop[25, 26, 31-35]. In 
contrast, in zebrafish, GDF-9 appears to be dispensable because gdf-9 loss neither causes overt 

phenotypes nor worsens phenotypes caused by loss of bmp15[20]; thus, the role of TGF- in the 
differentiating zebrafish gonad remains unclear.” 
 
Page 6-7, last paragraph on pg 6 continuing to pg 7, and Fig 3: 1) The number of animals analyzed 
in this experiment is quite small, please include statistical analysis on these data.  
We have included statistical analysis on each set of data as a ratio of the total. For sex ratio data, 
we performed the X2 goodness of fit test with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, using 
an adjusted significance of p<0.025. *** p<0.001. The results of the statistical analysis have been 
included in the revised figures and the analysis has been described in the methods section. Based 
on these methods the differences observed are significant. 
The authors could consider combining the wild-types and hets, e.g. MHM=MWM. I think this should 
be done in the chart to make the data easier to interpret (see comments on figure3).  
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As recommended by the reviewer, this table has been simplified in the main figure and the full 
data are provided as Supplemental Figure 2 in the revised manuscript. Specifically, any genetic 
combination that is genotypically wild-type or heterozygous for either rbpms2 allele and mutant for 
dmrt1  (WHM, MHM, HHM, etc.) have been combined as recommended. We kept the HHM animals as 
a distinct wild-type group from HMM animals because in contrast to the other compound double 
mutant genotypes HMM animals showed a sex-bias phenotype reminiscent of the triple mutants. As 
mentioned above, we performed X2  goodness of fit test with a Bonferroni correction for multiple 
comparisons, using an adjusted significance of p<0.025.  
The corresponding Figure legend has been revised as follows: 
“Animals mutant for dmrt1 and any combination of a wild-type or heterozygous for a rbpms2 allele 
(WMM, WHM, HHM, etc.) were combined because they were phenotypically wild-type, with the 
exception of HMM as it had a different phenotype. X2 goodness of fit test with Bonferroni 
correction for multiple comparisons, *** p<0.001, indicates groups that deviated from the expected 
50:50 sex ratio. (C) Fertility was assessed in mating trials as indicated in the chart. For each cross, 
if a male triggered spawning or if sperm was acquired through in vitro fertilization (IVF), the 
numbers (in parentheses) of fertilized eggs per trial for natural breeding are indicated. n/a 
indicates fish that was not able to be mated for subsequent mating trials. (D-G) Representative 
lateral view images of representative adult with tissue resected to reveal gonads (outlined in 
yellow dashed lines) of (D) wild-type female, (E) wild-type male, (F) dmrt1uc27/uc27 female and 
(G) rbpms2;dmrt1TM. TM fish lacked morphologically obvious gonad proximal to the swim bladder 
(SB), compared to fertile sibling wild-type or single mutants.” 
 
2) The sterility in the rpbms2b; dmrt1 double mutant and triple mutant can be explained by loss of 
dmrt1. In their interpretation of the sterility, the authors do not take into consideration that dmrt1 
mutant males are sterile and lack germ cells. If dmrt1 is necessary for testis morphogenesis and 
spermatogenesis, independent of rbpms2, then these males would be sterile and resemble dmrt1 
mutant testes. It would be great to see histology of these double and triple mutants to see if they 
resemble dmrt1 mutant testes.  
We agree that whatever role Dmrt1 plays in the testis, it would be independent of Rbpms2 since 
Rbpms2 protein is not detected in the testis (Supplemental Figure 2) and because Rbpms2 is 
dispensable for male development. We were unable to compare the triple mutant testes to dmrt1 
single mutants because we only recovered dmrt1 mutant males when either rbpms2 or cyp were 
also absent.  
We have edited this paragraph to address sterile testis possibly being a result of dmrt1 loss, “In 
previous studies, roughly 30% of dmrt1 mutants recovered were sterile males due to failed 
spermatogenesis and somatic gonad deficits[11, 56], raising the possibility that the sterile testis 
observed in TMs could simply be due to the loss of dmrt1. Because we have only recovered dmrt1 
mutant females, we have been unable to compare dmrt1 single mutant and TM testis 
development.” 
3) It is very interesting that the rbpms2b dmrt1 double mutants have essentially the same 
phenotype as the triple mutant whereas the rbpms2a dmrt1 double mutant looks like a dmrt1 
mutant. This suggests that rpbms2b mainly interacts with dmrt1.  
Yes, we agree that this is very interesting and have addressed it in the revised discussion. 
“Interestingly, dmrt1 mutants that were also rbpms2b mutants, with just one copy of rbpms2a 
intact (compound HMM), were sterile males like TMs (Fig. 3B). Thus, although rbpms2a and rbpms2b 
have redundant function, requiring loss of both to observe the male-only phenotype, it appears that 
rbpms2b is more important for sustaining female fates since even in the absence of dmrt1 one copy 
of rbpms2b but not rbpms2a is sufficient to maintain female fates. Identifying the basis of this 
difference in rbpms2 activity is an important area of future investigation.” 
 
Page 8, top paragraph: It is very interesting that some of the cyp19;dmrt1 double mutants can 
make early oocytes, however I don’t believe a strong epistasis argument can be made from the data 
presented. From the 4 animals analyzed 3/4 had ooctyes and 1/4 did not, and instead appeared 
similar to a cyp19 single mutant. This is the same as if half of the double mutants had the dmrt1 
single mutant phenotype and half had the cyp19 mutant phenotype. Therefore, there is not enough 
data to state that one is epistatic over the other. Perhaps there is mutual antagonism that could 
explain this mixed phenotype. Another possibility is that some of the double mutants have delayed 
development and would eventually form oocytes. The authors should not overstate the findings and 
consider other possibilities and interpretations of the data. 
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We have added analysis of additional animals and stages to the revised manuscript (revised Figures 
4, 5 and supplemental figures 3 and 4). It is clear from the new data that all cyp19a1a single 
mutants form a juvenile gonad, but do not form a bipotential ovary and instead are fertile males. In 
contrast, cyp19a1a;dmrt1 double mutants form bipotential ovaries; therefore we conclude that 
Cyp19a1a promotes bipotential ovary formation by inhibiting Dmrt1 activity. Because some of the 
double mutants will form ovaries based on the presence of early oocytes through previtellogenic 
(PV) stages while others form testis, we agree that mutual antagonism between Cyp19a1a and 
Dmrt1 activities could contribute to eventual differentiation, with those with higher Cyp19a1a 
becoming female and those with higher Dmrt1 becoming male. Because oogenesis ultimately fails in 
the absence of cyp19a1a, even when dmrt1 is also absent, we conclude that Cyp19a1a function 
antagonizes Dmrt1 to establish the bipotential ovary, but also is required later in a Dmrt1- 
independent manner to maintain female fate and promote oocyte differentiation in adulthood. We 
have revised the text accordingly. 
In addition because the cyp19a1a;dmrt1 double mutant oocytes fail to progress beyond PV stages, 
like bmp15 mutants, we generated bmp15;dmrt1 double mutants to examine late cyp19a1a 
functions in the context of dmrt1 loss of function. We found that loss of dmrt1 does not allow for 
further progression through oogenesis, but does prolong maintenance of the ovary and female 
gonad fates compared to bmp15 single mutant siblings. This suggests that dmrt1 contributes to sex-
reversal of bmp15 mutants. These new data have been included in the revised Figure 5 and in 
Supplemental Figure 5. Revisions to the text include the following: 
“Bmp15 is an oocyte-derived signal required to promote oocyte differentiation beyond the pre-
vitellogenic stage and is required for development of cyp19a1a positive granulosa cells [20]. In 
bmp15 mutants initial cyp19a1a is intact but later cyp19a1a expression is bmp15 dependent. 
Therefore, to explore late cyp19a1a functions in the context of loss of dmrt1, and investigate the 
regulatory relationship between bmp15 and dmrt1 we examined secondary sex characteristics and 
sex ratios in mutants lacking bmp15 and dmrt1 (Fig. 5 P-U; Supplemental Fig. 5). As expected, 
bmp15;dmrt1MHs adults (90-145d) were exclusively males based on secondary sex traits (Fig. 5P) 
and primary gonad sex (Fig. 5S), and HM adults were females (Fig. 5Q,T). Although bmp;dmrt1MMs 
initially appeared feminized based on their body shape, they had male papillae (Fig. 5R). Like 
cyp19;dmrt1MMs, bmp;dmrt1MMs gonads were ovaries with early stage oocytes that don’t progress 
beyond PV stages (Fig. 5U), as expected if Bmp15 promotes oocyte development by inducing 
Cyp19a1a producing somatic gonad fates. That oocytes persist longer in bmp15;dmrt1MM ovaries 
(Fig 5U) compared to bmp15 single mutants (MH) (Fig. 5S), indicates that dmrt1 contributes to sex 
reversal of bmp15 mutants.”  
AND 
“thus it seems likely that subsequent failure of cyp19a1a;dmrt1DM oocytes to mature is due to lack 
of the later granulosa cell derived source of cyp19a1a, which appears to utilize a Dmrt1-inhibition 
independent mechanism since maturation fails and cannot be restored in the absence of Dmrt1 
whether all Cyp19a1a is lacking (cyp19a1a;dmrt1DM) or only the early source is present 
(bmp15;dmrt1DM).” 
 
Page 8 and figure 4: please provide statistical analysis for the data in fig. 4H.  
 
Statistical analyses have been added to the figure, the legend, and has been described in the 
revised methods section. 
 
Discussion and Fig. 5: I don’t agree that the data fully support the conclusion the cyp19a1a 
suppresses dmrt1 to allow follicle formation in the undifferentiated gonad. It is possible but the 
data point to a more complex interaction that should be represented in the model. In the figure, I 
am not sure why there is antagonism of dmrt1 by rbpms1 in addition to the dmrt1 antagonism of 
rbpms2. The data support the former.  
 
We have removed the antagonism arrow to more accurately represent the relationship between 
Rbpms2, dmrt1 transcript and Dmrt1 protein. As indicated, the evidence supports a model where 
Rbpms2 likely represses dmrt1 translation, but once made into a protein Dmrt1 antagonizes 
Rbpms2.  
 
Methods: please include methods for the RT-PCR experiments.  
 
The methods for the RT-PCR have been included in the revised manuscript. 
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“RT PCR. Trunks were dissected from the specified genotypes and placed into Trizol (Life 
Technologies). RNA was extracted using standard Phenol-Chloroform-Isoamyl Alcohol (PCI) 
extraction and was used for oligo(dT) cDNA preparation (using Invitrogen SuperScript III reverse 
transcriptase). RT-PCR was performed using the following primers as indicated; bmpr1ab (5’ -GAT 
GCC ACA AAC AAC ACC TG, 3’ -GCA ACCAAA GTG AAGCAA CA), bmpr1bb (5’-GAG GCA GAT GGG TAA 
ACT G, 3’ -CTC CTG TGT TCT GTT GAG), bmpr2b (5’ -CGG CCT CTG GGA GAA AAC AC, 3’ -TGG CCT 
CAT CTC TGT GTA TAG), ef1alpha (5’ -AGC CTG GTA TGG TTG TGA CCT TTC G, 3’ -CCA AGT TGT 
TTT CCT TTC CTG CG).                      PCR products were resolved using a 1.5% Ultrapure agarose 
(Invitrogen) gel and visualized with a Biorad gel imager.”  
  
Please include methods criteria for sexing adult fish. Please include methods for fertility assays.  
 
The methods for sexing adult fish have been included in the revised manuscript. 
  
“Sexing Zebrafish and Fertility Assays.  
Secondary sex traits: Fish were sexed based on morphologically distinct secondary features of 
females and males, such as body shape, fin coloration, genital papillae, and tubercle 
characteristics. Females are typically larger than males, have a more rounded abdomen, and have 
pale body and anal fin stripes, protruding genital papillae, and smooth pectoral fins lacking spiky 
tubercles. In contrast, males appear smaller than females, have a slender body shape, and display 
dark yellow body stripes and anal fins, lack protruding genital papillae, and have spiky tubercles on 
their pectoral fins. Images were acquired using a Zeiss dissecting scope equipped with a CCD 
camera. Images were processed in Zeiss ZenBlue, ImageJ/FIJI, and Adobe Illustrator.  
Primary gonad sex: Gonads were dissected from either d90, d120, or d145 adult fish. Gonads were 
either imaged live in brightfield at 40X magnification and fixed for further analysis, or fixed and 
stained with VASA antibody (1:3000) then imaged in brightfield and GFP at 40X magnification. 
Gonad overview images were acquired using a Zeiss Axio Zoom dissecting scope equipped with an 
Apotome II and a CCD camera. Images were processed in Zeiss ZenBlue, ImageJ/FIJI, and Adobe 
Illustrator.  
Fertility: Fertility was assessed in mating trials where couples for a given genotype were paired and 
bred for several repeat mating trials. For each cross, if a male triggered spawning, the number (in 
parentheses in Figure 3C) of fertilized eggs per trial was counted. For sperm acquired through in 
vitro fertilization (IVF), the number of eggs successfully fertilized were also counted.  n/a indicates 
fish was not available for subsequent mating trials.  
Statistical analyses were performed using Graphpad Prism 8 and Excel; we performed a chi2 test to 
compare the observed sex ratios to the expected 50:50 sex ratio. We then compared each group to 
the heterozygote siblings using a chi2 goodness of fit test with a Bonferroni correction for multiple 
comparisons, using an adjusted significance value determined by the number of comparisons to be 
calculated. Where groups were pooled, expanded data is available in the supplemental materials.” 
 
Fig. 1A: Are these from 5 independent fish? What is the blue asterisk? Why are there two bands for 
cyp19a1a? The cell types that genes are expressed in on the left panel are incorrect.  
 
As recommended by the reviewer, we removed this part of the figure in the revised manuscript. 
However, we have indicated in the text and methods section that individual trunks were examined. 
 
Fig. 1B: Why are the wt labels in quotes?  
 
We have removed the quotation marks and have revised the legend to indicate that these represent 
homozygous WT and Heterozygous genotypes. 
 
“Wildtype denotes wild-type or heterozygous animals as well as rbpms2a or rbpms2b single mutants 
that are heterozygous or homozygous for the wild-type allele at the other rbpms2 locus because 
these animals are phenotypically normal.” 
 
Fig. 3: A. It would be easier to compare the data in the chart if the wild-types and hets were 
considered as equal. I agree that it is good to show all the data, so maybe the full data with all 
genotypes could be provided in a supplementary chart or table.  
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The fish were combined as recommended by the reviewer. All fish homozygous mutant for only one 
allele were combined as single mutants for the loci and all fish that were heterozygotes or 
homozygous wild-type at all loci were combined and considered to be wild-type. The full data with 
all genotypes has been provided as Supplementary Figure 1. 
 
 B. The genotypes in this table are nearly impossible to read. I think it would be better to use a 
shorthand, similar to A, to make the table easier to read.  
 
The table has been revised with shorthand as recommended by the reviewer.  
 
The number of fertilized eggs on their own is not meaningful. The total number of eggs counted 
also needs to be shown.  
 
We appreciate that this figure was not clear. We have revised the figure and the legend to 
distinguish mating trials that were successful with trials that were not. The revised figure now 
shows the number of mating trials as well as the number of eggs fertilized. The legend has been 
revised as follows: 
 
  “(C) Fertility was assessed in mating trials as indicated in the chart. For each cross, if a male 
triggered spawning or if sperm was acquired through in vitro fertilization (IVF), the numbers (in 
parentheses) of fertilized eggs per trial for natural breeding are indicated. n/a indicates fish that 
was not able to be mated for subsequent mating trials. (D-G) Representative lateral view images of 
representative adult with tissue resected to reveal gonads (outlined in yellow dashed lines) of (D) 
wild-type female, (E) wild-type male, (F) dmrt1uc27/uc27 female and (G) rbpms2;dmrt1TM. TM fish 
lacked morphologically obvious gonad proximal to the swim bladder (SB), compared to fertile 
sibling wild-type or single mutants.” 
 
Fig. 4: please point out the Buc positive balbiani body labeling in the figures. Because of the 
differences in lighting in panels E&F compared to G, it is difficult to compare these images. I don’t 
think they are helpful.  
 
White arrowheads have been added to the revised, color-blind friendly figures which now show 
each individual channel. 
 
 Reviewer 3 Advance summary and potential significance to field 
 Romano et al. make a number of double and triple mutants to dissect mechanisms of sex 
determination in zebrafish. The experiments are well done and well documented. The text 
motivates the hypotheses and experiments well. The results are novel and help push forward our 
understanding of sex determination. They have identified some putative targets of Rbpms2, and it 
would be nice to see these tested, but not in this paper. 
 
Title refers to gene rbms2, but zebrafish has no gene called rbms2, it has only rbms2a and rbms2b, 
so this is misleading.  
 
We did not intend to be misleading and have changed the title for clarity. The title now is: “Loss of 
dmrt1 restores female fates in the absence of cyp19a1a but not rbpms2a/b” 
 
Would be nice to have a short explanation of the relative importance of rbms2a and rbms2b in sex 
determination. And whether these genes are expressed in other parts of the zebrafish body. Text 
needs a discussion about the potential role of Rbms2 in mammalian sex determination to determine 
the generality of the results.  
 
 
Although Rbpms2 is conserved among vertebrates, its role in sex-determination remains to be 
investigated. We have addressed known roles of Rbpms2 in mammalian systems in the revised 
introduction as follows: 
 
“Rbpms2 is conserved among vertebrates and has been shown to negatively regulate Bmp in 
gastrointestinal tract and smooth muscle cells in mammalian systems[28, 29], and to play a 
significant role in zebrafish cardiac development[27]. Although rbpms2 is expressed in many cell 
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types, including primary oocytes in mammals (Bgee version 14.1; Ensembl ID: 
ENSMUSG00000032387), the function of Rbpms2 in mammalian sex determination has not been 
investigated.”  
 
 

 
 
Second decision letter 
 
MS ID#: DEVELOP/2020/190942 
 
MS TITLE: Loss of dmrt1 restores female fates in the absence of cyp19a1a but not rbpms2a/b 
 
AUTHORS: Shannon Romano, Odelya H Kaufman, and Florence L. Marlow 
 
I have now received the two referees reports on the above manuscript, and have reached a 
decision. The referees' comments are appended below, or you can access them online: please go to 
BenchPress and click on the 'Manuscripts with Decisions' queue in the Author Area. 
 
The overall evaluation is positive and we would like to publish a revised manuscript in 
Development, provided that the referee's remaining comments can be satisfactorily addressed. You 
will see that one reviewer is happy with your revisions while the other disagrees on some issues 
relating to epistasis and implications of the data. Although the referee does suggest a bit more 
experimental work, you might be able to address the issues raised by changes to the text. Please 
attend to all of the reviewers' comments in your revised manuscript and detail them in your point-
by-point response. If you do not agree with any of their criticisms or suggestions explain clearly why 
this is so. 
 
Reviewer 1 
 
Advance summary and potential significance to field 
 
The revised manuscript addresses all concerns and should be accepted for publication. 
 
Comments for the author 
 
The revised manuscript addresses all concerns and should be accepted for publication.  
 
Reviewer 2 
 
Advance summary and potential significance to field 
 
In the manuscript “Loss of dmrt1 restores female fates in the absence of cyp19a1a but not rbpms2” 
the authors investigate the relationship between the putative male promoting dmrt1 gene and 
genes needed for female fate/development- cyp19a1 and rbpms2 (actually looking at rbpms2a and 
rbpms2b). They use genetic epistasis analysis, with double and triple mutants, to ask how these 
genes might antagonize each other. The genetic analysis provide evidence that dmrt1 is needed to 
antagonize both rbpms2 for male development and interactions with cyp19a1a are more complex  
In addition, they show that Tgf-beta signaling is active in somatic gonad cells of early gonads and in 
female germ cells and have investigated how dmrt1 and bmp15 genetically interact. The genetic 
experiments performed in this paper are impressive and add to our understanding of these genes in 
zebrafish sex differentiation. 
 
Comments for the author 
 
Major findings: 
In the manuscript “Loss of dmrt1 restores female fates in the absence of cyp19a1a but not rbpms2” 
the authors investigate the relationship between the putative male promoting dmrt1 gene and 
genes needed for female fate/development- cyp19a1 and rbpms2 (actually looking at rbpms2a and 
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rbpms2b). They use genetic epistasis analysis, with double and triple mutants, to ask how these 
genes might antagonize each other. The genetic analysis provide evidence that dmrt1 is needed to 
antagonize both rbpms2 for male development and interactions with cyp19a1a are more complex  
In addition, they show that Tgf-beta signaling is active in somatic gonad cells of early gonads and in 
female germ cells and have investigated how dmrt1 and bmp15 genetically interact. The genetic 
experiments performed in this paper are impressive and add to our understanding of these genes in 
zebrafish sex differentiation. 
 
The authors have done a lot of work to address comments made to the manuscript, including adding 
new data that adds to the body of work. There are still a couple of major concerns: 1) some of the 
epistasis logic in describing the dmrt1 rbpms2 interactions seems to have errors or is flawed, 2) the 
statement that dmrt1 is epistatic to cyp19a1a in terms of formation of the bipotential ovary is not 
correct – a more complex interaction is indicated since double mutants can have different 
phenotypes. These problems are discussed in more detail in the specific comments below. To 
resoluve these major issues, more experiments are not necessary but revisions in the writing are 
required. Another, somewhat less-major issue, is the failure to incorporate the likely scenario that 
sterility seen in rbpms2 or cyp19a1a double mutant with dmrt1 is due to a germ cell autonomous 
requirement of dmrt1 in maintenance of spermatogonial cells and spermatogenesis – as is the case 
in mammals. This function of dmrt1 in spermatogenesis is independent of dmrt1’s role in sex 
determination (this is known in mouse). Again, this is described in more detail below. There are 
few other comments that are minor and can be easily addressed with minor revisions. 
 
Specific comments: 
 
Abstract, second sentence: The statement that sex determination begins with establishment of a 
bi-potential gonad is not known. We do not know when sex is determined in zebrafish, it might be 
earlier than this. 
 
Page 4, lines 15-17: The suggested reasons for why the TMs might be sterile is incomplete. There 
are likely germ cell-autonomous roles of dmrt1 that lead to germ cell loss. Dmrt1 is expressed in 
germ cells and in mice there are several germ cell autonomous roles that have been characterized 
for dmrt1 within germ cells. Based on the mouse studies, I think that this sterility is more likely due 
to the necessary roles of dmrt1 on various aspects of germ cell development, including 
maintenance of the stem cells. 
 
Page 7, lines 3-7: I am having a hard time following the logic of these statements. I am interpreting 
the statement “if rbmps2 mutants develop as fertile males because of failed antagonism of the 
Dmrt1- mediated male pathway then loss of dmrt1 should restore female development” to mean 
that rbpms2 acts upstream of dmrt1 in a repressive fashion. This follows epistasis logic. However, 
the following statement says “if rbpms2 acts upstream of dmrt1, or acts in a distinct pathway then 
dmrt1 mutants would fail to differentiate as females even in the absence of rbpms2”. I believe this 
latter statement must be a typo and the authors meant to write “downstream” here since epistasis 
analysis would show that TMs would be male (have the rbpms phenotype) if rbpms2 is downstream 
of dmrt1 whereas the TM would be female (have the dmrt1 phenotype) if rpms2 is upstream of 
dmrt1.  
 
Page 8, second paragraph: Again, the idea that dmrt1 in necessary for spermatogenesis and male 
germ cell maintenance should be included. This idea that a sex-mismatch might cause sterility is a 
cool idea, however there is evidence that this might not be the case – in Medaka foxl3 mutants, the 
fish have a female soma but the germ cells undergo spermatogenesis showing that male germ cell 
development can occur in the context of a female somatic gonad. I think the more likely 
explanation for the sterility in these triple mutant males is due to a role of dmrt1 in germ cell 
maintenance and spermatogenesis independent to it’s role in sex determination or interactions 
with cyp19. The authors did add that dmrt1 mutant males are sterile in the rpbms2 section, but 
they did not integrate this into their interpretation of their cyp19 double mutant phenotypes. 
 
Page 9, line 8 and figure 4 legend: The figure legend says d45 and the manuscript text says d28. I 
assume d28 is the correct stage since the authors are talking about bipotential  ovary stages. 
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Page 9, top paragraph: As I mentioned in my first review, I do not agree with the conclusion that 
dmrt1 is epistatic to cyp19a1a for development of the bipotential ovary. Because some of the 
double mutants appear to be developing a testis at d28 (cyp19 phenotype) and some have an ovary 
(dmrt1 phenotype), one cannot conclude that one is epistatic to the other since both single mutant 
phenotypes are observed in the double mutants. Perhaps cyp19a1a does act upstream of dmrt1 at 
this stage (and I do think the data do point to this as a likely conclusion) but there seem to be more 
complex interactions since not all double mutants have the same phenotype. To be clear: I disagree 
with using the phrase “dmrt1 is epistatic to cyp19a1a” in the last paragraph of this sentence. 
Instead I think the authors should discuss possible interactions between these genes base on these 
data and include a more complex interaction than one simply acting upstream of the other. This 
line of reasoning should also be applied to the discussion. This is a very interesting result but I think 
it needs further evaluation in terms of the conclusions that are made. 
 
The new data of the describing the adult cyp19a1a;dmrt1 double mutants is a nice addition. It is 
interesting that the fish have male external characteristics. Perhaps the gonads are intersex. 
Histology or immunostaining would show if there are Leydig cells in these gonads, which would 
explain the external male features. Regardless of if this experiment is completed (if these gonads 
were fixed it would be simple to do), the authors should include some discussion about what they 
think is going on and how these phenotypes are similar or different the phenotypes described for 
cyp19a1a;dmrt1 doubles mutants in Wu et al 2020. 
 
Page 12- main paragraph (beginning with “Our study identified”: There are some problems with the 
logic here that is contradictory to what was presented in the manuscript. The discussion about 
rbpms2 acting upstream of dmrt1 is putting too much weight on predicted Rbpms2 binding sites in 
the dmrt1 message that have not been experimentally shown to be bound by Rbpms2. They seem to 
making a strong conclusion that rbpms2 acts upstream of dmrt1 based on this when their genetic 
data shows the opposite. The authors should place more focus on the conclusions based on 
experimental data and soften hypothesis based on predicted binding sites. It is confusing to make 
strong claims that rbpms2 acts upstream of dmrt1 when the data presented in the manuscript 
shows that it acts downstream. Figure 6a depicts dmrt1 acting upstream of rbpms2 as the major 
interaction, which is appropriate, however the text in the manuscript states “Rbpms2 likely 
represses translation of Dmrt1 placing it upstream, and therefore, epistatic to dmrt1 in terms of 
adult sex” – this statement is incorrect in terms of the conclusions that can be drawn from negative 
regulatory interactions and epistatic interactions.  With genes that have antagonistic interactions, 
the gene that is epistatic is the downstream gene. Therefore, the results of the genetic epistasis 
experiment presented in the manuscript show that rbpms2 acts downstream of dmrt1 since it is 
epistatic to dmrt1 in terms of adult sex. The figure seems to be drawn correctly so I’m not sure why 
the text doesn’t follow the same logic. 
 
Fertility assays: Generally it would be better to show how many eggs were fertilized of the total 
laid so that reduced fertility can also be detected – however the data presented are sufficient to 
conclude whether an animal is fertile or not. 
 
Figure 5 legend: “(O) Representive gonads from two d145 MMs” – please state which double mutants 
these are cyp19;dmrt1 or bmp15;dmrt1 ( I think it is the former but it is not 100% clear) 
 
Figure 6: There are genes in the figure that are not discussed in the manuscript text. I think the 
authors need to include these genes in their discussion and discuss why they are placed where they 
are in their model and include the appropriate references. In terms of amh – I’m not sure why it is 
placed where it is in the schematic. If I am interpreting this correctly, the drawing following the 
amh arrow is depicting follicle formation/bi-potential ovary formation. I don’t think this is where 
amh is thought to function based on mutant phenotypes. The mutants do make follicles but these 
fail to mature, with most being pre-vitellogenic. Based on this, I would put amh later in the 
scheme- where the dmrt1 rbpms2 interaction is. 
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Second revision 
 
Author response to reviewers' comments 
 
We thank  the reviewers for your time and appreciate their positive views and constructive 
evaluation of our manuscript reporting genetic interactions between regulators of sex specific 
differentiation. We appreciate the constructive comments and have carefully considered and have 
addressed each point. Our detailed point-by-point responses and a description of the revisions are 
provided below.  
 
We hope that the reviewers will agree that the revisions have clarified any confusion and have 
strengthened the manuscript and we hope that you will find our revised manuscript suitable for 
publication in Development. 
 
Reviewer 1 Comments for the author 
The revised manuscript addresses all concerns and should be accepted for publication.  
 
Reviewer 2 Advance summary and potential significance to field 
In the manuscript “Loss of dmrt1 restores female fates in the absence of cyp19a1a but not rbpms2” 
the authors investigate the relationship between the putative male promoting dmrt1 gene and 
genes needed for female fate/development- cyp19a1 and rbpms2 (actually looking at rbpms2a and 
rbpms2b). They use genetic epistasis analysis, with double and triple mutants, to ask how these 
genes might antagonize each other. The genetic analysis provide evidence that dmrt1 is needed to 
antagonize both rbpms2 for male development and interactions with cyp19a1a are more complex In 
addition, they show that Tgf-beta signaling is active in somatic gonad cells of early gonads and in 
female germ cells and have investigated how dmrt1 and bmp15 genetically interact. The genetic 
experiments performed in this paper are impressive and add to our understanding of these genes in 
zebrafish sex differentiation.  
 
We thank the reviewer for their time and constructive feedback. 
 
 Reviewer 2 Comments for the author 
 Major findings: 
In the manuscript “Loss of dmrt1 restores female fates in the absence of cyp19a1a but not rbpms2” 
the authors investigate the relationship between the putative male promoting dmrt1 gene and 
genes needed for female fate/development- cyp19a1 and rbpms2 (actually looking at rbpms2a and 
rbpms2b). They use genetic epistasis analysis, with double and triple mutants, to ask how these 
genes might antagonize each other. The genetic analysis provide evidence that dmrt1 is needed to 
antagonize both rbpms2 for male development and interactions with cyp19a1a are more complex In 
addition, they show that Tgf-beta signaling is active in somatic gonad cells of early gonads and in 
female germ cells and have investigated how dmrt1 and bmp15 genetically interact. The genetic 
experiments performed in this paper are impressive and add to our understanding of these genes in 
zebrafish sex differentiation. 
 
 
The authors have done a lot of work to address comments made to the manuscript, including adding 
new data that adds to the body of work. There are still a couple of major concerns: 1) some of the 
epistasis logic in describing the dmrt1 rbpms2 interactions seems to have errors or is flawed, 2) the 
statement that dmrt1 is epistatic to cyp19a1a in terms of formation of the bipotential ovary is not 
correct – a more complex interaction is indicated since double mutants can have different 
phenotypes. These problems are discussed in more detail in the specific comments below. To 
resoluve these major issues, more experiments are not necessary but revisions in the writing are 
required. Another, somewhat less-major issue, is the failure to incorporate the likely scenario that 
sterility seen in rbpms2 or cyp19a1a double mutant with dmrt1 is due to a germ cell autonomous 
requirement of dmrt1 in maintenance of spermatogonial cells and spermatogenesis – as is the case 
in mammals. This function of dmrt1 in spermatogenesis is independent of dmrt1’s role in sex 
determination (this is known in mouse). Again, this is described in more detail below. There are 
few other comments that are minor and can be easily addressed with minor revisions. 
 
We thank the reviewer for their time and constructive feedback. 
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Specific comments: 
 
Abstract, second sentence: The statement that sex determination begins with establishment of a 
bi-potential gonad is not known. We do not know when sex is determined in zebrafish, it might be 
earlier than this. 
 
We have revised the sentence as follows:  
“In zebrafish, sex-determination involves establishment of a bipotential ovary that undergoes sex-
specific differentiation and maintenance to form the functional adult gonad.” 
 
Page 4, lines 15-17: The suggested reasons for why the TMs might be sterile is incomplete. There 
are likely germ cell-autonomous roles of dmrt1 that lead to germ cell loss. Dmrt1 is expressed in 
germ cells and in mice there are several germ cell autonomous roles that have been characterized 
for dmrt1 within germ cells. Based on the mouse studies, I think that this sterility is more likely due 
to the necessary roles of dmrt1 on various aspects of germ cell development, including 
maintenance of the stem cells. 
 
We have revised the sentence as follows:  
“Interestingly, unlike either rbpms2DMs, which develop as fertile males, or dmrt1uc27 mutants, 
which develop as fertile females, rbpms2;dmrt1TMs were sterile in breeding and 
immunohistological assays, indicating that germ cells may be lost due to cell autonomous failure to 
establish sex-specific identity or later requirements for dmrt1 in germline maintenance, 
nonautonomous defects in somatic gonad development, or as a consequence of mismatched germ 
cell and somatic gonad sex-specific identity.” 
 
Page 7, lines 3-7: I am having a hard time following the logic of these statements. I am interpreting 
the statement “if rbmps2 mutants develop as fertile males because of failed antagonism of the 
Dmrt1- mediated male pathway then loss of dmrt1 should restore female development” to mean 
that rbpms2 acts upstream of dmrt1 in a repressive fashion. This follows epistasis logic. However, 
the following statement says “if rbpms2 acts upstream of dmrt1, or acts in a distinct pathway then 
dmrt1 mutants would fail to differentiate as females even in the absence of rbpms2”. I believe this 
latter statement must be a typo and the authors meant to write “downstream” here since epistasis 
analysis would show that TMs would be male (have the rbpms phenotype) if rbpms2 is downstream 
of dmrt1 whereas the TM would be female (have the dmrt1 phenotype) if rpms2 is upstream of 
dmrt1.  
 
Thank you for pointing this out this typo which has been corrected in the revised manuscript.  
 
Page 8, second paragraph: Again, the idea that dmrt1 in necessary for spermatogenesis and male 
germ cell maintenance should be included. This idea that a sex-mismatch might cause sterility is a 
cool idea, however there is evidence that this might not be the case – in Medaka foxl3 mutants, the 
fish have a female soma but the germ cells undergo spermatogenesis showing that male germ cell 
development can occur in the context of a female somatic gonad. I think the more likely 
explanation for the sterility in these triple mutant males is due to a role of dmrt1 in germ cell 
maintenance and spermatogenesis independent to it’s role in sex determination or interactions 
with cyp19. The authors did add that dmrt1 mutant males are sterile in the rpbms2 section, but 
they did not integrate this into their interpretation of their cyp19 double mutant phenotypes. 
 
We have integrated potential independent roles of dmrt1 in germ cell maintenance and 
spermatogenesis and in sex determination in the revised manuscript, and have added additional 
references:  
 
“or due to a later germ cell autonomous requirement for Dmrt1 in germline maintenance or 
development of the somatic gonad[11, 14, 56-58].” 
 
Page 9, line 8 and figure 4 legend: The figure legend says d45 and the manuscript text says d28. I 
assume d28 is the correct stage since the authors are talking about bipotential ovary stages. 
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Thank you for pointing this out. The legend is correct, but we agree that it was confusing as 
written. The text has been corrected accordingly, and the Figure 4 legend has been revised as 
follows: 
“D) Buc, Vasa (A’-D’) and Buc/Vasa/DAPI merged (A’’-D’’) staining in representative slices from 
individual Z-series allows visualization of gonocyte development and sex-specific differentiation in 
d45 juvenile zebrafish,…” 
 
Page 9, top paragraph: As I mentioned in my first review, I do not agree with the conclusion that 
dmrt1 is epistatic to cyp19a1a for development of the bipotential ovary. Because some of the 
double mutants appear to be developing a testis at d28 (cyp19 phenotype) and some have an ovary 
(dmrt1 phenotype), one cannot conclude that one is epistatic to the other since both single mutant 
phenotypes are observed in the double mutants. Perhaps cyp19a1a does act upstream of dmrt1 at 
this stage (and I do think the data do point to this as a likely conclusion) but there seem to be more 
complex interactions since not all double mutants have the same phenotype. To be clear: I disagree 
with using the phrase “dmrt1 is epistatic to cyp19a1a” in the last paragraph of this sentence. 
Instead I think the authors should discuss possible interactions between these genes base on these 
data and include a more complex interaction than one simply acting upstream of the other. This 
line of reasoning should also be applied to the discussion. This is a very interesting result but I think 
it needs further evaluation in terms of the conclusions that are made. 
 
We apologize for this confusion, which is a result of the error in the text above and the wording in 
the Figure 4 legend. Because we recover both males and females at d45, we reason that DMs, 
unlike cyp19a1a single mutants must establish a bipotential ovary, which can either further 
differentiate as female or instead develop as males. Because we agree that this could be complex, 
and that the key point is that loss of dmrt1 restores female development in cyp19a1a mutants we 
have revised the sentence as follows: 
 
“Based on these data, it appears that the loss of dmrt1 is sufficient to restore development of a 
bipotential ovary and initial female differentiation in the absence of cyp19a1a, possibly by 
preventing dmrt1 inhibition of rbpms2.” 
 
The new data of the describing the adult cyp19a1a;dmrt1 double mutants is a nice addition. It is 
interesting that the fish have male external characteristics. Perhaps the gonads are intersex. 
Histology or immunostaining would show if there are Leydig cells in these gonads, which would 
explain the external male features. Regardless of if this experiment is completed (if these gonads 
were fixed it would be simple to do), the authors should include some discussion about what they 
think is going on and how these phenotypes are similar or different the phenotypes described for 
cyp19a1a;dmrt1 doubles mutants in Wu et al 2020. 
 
We are glad that the reviewer appreciates this addition. We had hoped to include it in the original 
submission but owing to the pandemic were unable to do so. We have revised the text to speculate 
on what may be going on and have compared the phenotypes to those reported by Wu et al as 
follows: 
 
“cyp19a1a;dmrt1MMs appeared male based on inspection of secondary sex traits (Fig. 5 C, D) 
similar to rbpms2;dmrt1 double mutants. Similarly, in an independent study using different alleles, 
cyp19a1a;dmrt1 were all masculinized [56]. In that study, masculinization of cyp19a1a;dmrt1MMs 
was attributed to lower serum estrogen levels, which are required for development of female 
features [56, 59].” 
 
“Failure of cyp19;dmrt1MM oocytes to progress beyond PV stages is reminiscent of bmp mutant 
ovary phenotypes and is consistent with a role for cyp19a1a in promoting oocyte and follicle 
development downstream of bmp15 [20].”   
 
“Consistent with failed oocyte differentiation in the absence of cyp19a1a and a requirement for 
dmrt in spermatogenesis or somatic gonad development, double mutants were sterile in fertility 
assays (absence of sperm or eggs in mating assays) (Fig. 5M).” 
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“Similarly, in the study by Wu and colleagues, histological analysis revealed cyp19a1a;dmrt1MMs 
with well-developed ovaries despite the masculine secondary sex traits and observed failure to 
maintain oocytes and progressive sex-reversal of double mutants[56].” 
 
Page 12- main paragraph (beginning with “Our study identified”: There are some problems with the 
logic here that is contradictory to what was presented in the manuscript. The discussion about 
rbpms2 acting upstream of dmrt1 is putting too much weight on predicted Rbpms2 binding sites in 
the dmrt1 message that have not been experimentally shown to be bound by Rbpms2. They seem to 
making a strong conclusion that rbpms2 acts upstream of dmrt1 based on this when their genetic 
data shows the opposite. The authors should place more focus on the conclusions based on 
experimental data and soften hypothesis based on predicted binding sites. It is confusing to make 
strong claims that rbpms2 acts upstream of dmrt1 when the data presented in the manuscript 
shows that it acts downstream. Figure 6a depicts dmrt1 acting upstream of rbpms2 as the major 
interaction, which is appropriate, however the text in the manuscript states “Rbpms2 likely 
represses translation of Dmrt1 placing it upstream, and therefore, epistatic to dmrt1 in terms of 
adult sex” – this statement is incorrect in terms of the conclusions that can be drawn from negative 
regulatory interactions and epistatic interactions. With genes that have antagonistic interactions, 
the gene that is epistatic is the downstream gene. Therefore, the results of the genetic epistasis 
experiment presented in the manuscript show that rbpms2 acts downstream of dmrt1 since it is 
epistatic to dmrt1 in terms of adult sex. The figure seems to be drawn correctly so I’m not sure why 
the text doesn’t follow the same logic. 
 
It was not our intent to cause confusion. We have revised this section to soften some conclusions 
and hopefully make it less confusing. We have revised the text as follows: 
 “We provide genetic evidence that dmrt1 antagonizes the critical female factor, rbpms2, acting 
either upstream or in a parallel mutually antagonistic pathway. Based on their opposite mutant 
phenotypes and the presence of Rbpms2 binding sites in the dmrt1 3’utr, Rbpms2 may promote 
female fate by preventing translation of Dmrt1. Accordingly, loss of Rbpms2 would lead to 
production of Dmrt1 and male differentiation (Fig. 6). However, our genetic data indicate that once 
produced, Dmrt1 or its targets likely antagonize or promote elimination of Rbpms2 and other 
factors required for acquisition of female fates, since Rbpms2 protein is not detected in testis.” 
 
Fertility assays: Generally it would be better to show how many eggs were fertilized of the total 
laid so that reduced fertility can also be detected – however the data presented are sufficient to 
conclude whether an animal is fertile or not. 
 
We agree. 
 
Figure 5 legend: “(O) Representive gonads from two d145 MMs” – please state which double mutants 
these are cyp19;dmrt1 or bmp15;dmrt1 ( I think it is the former but it is not 100% clear) 
 
Yes, the reviewer is correct. We have revised the legend accordingly. 
“Representative gonads from two d145 cyp19a1a;dmrt1MMs”   
 
Figure 6: There are genes in the figure that are not discussed in the manuscript text. I think the 
authors need to include these genes in their discussion and discuss why they are placed where they 
are in their model and include the appropriate references. In terms of amh – I’m not sure why it is 
placed where it is in the schematic. If I am interpreting this correctly, the drawing following the 
amh arrow is depicting follicle formation/bi-potential ovary formation. I don’t think this is where 
amh is thought to function based on mutant phenotypes. The mutants do make follicles but these 
fail to mature, with most being pre-vitellogenic. Based on this, I would put amh later in the 
scheme- where the dmrt1 rbpms2 interaction is. 
 
These factors were added to the model in response to previous reviewer requests. The legend has 
been revised to include those factors. 
 
“Cdk21 promotes mitotic divisions of gonocytes, while Amh limits gonial proliferation within the 
bipotential ovary.” 
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“Rbpms2 likely promotes female fates temporally upstream of Bmp15 and estrogen (Estradiol), 
which promote follicle maturation beyond pre-vitellogenic phases.” 
 
“Within the testis Cdk21 promotes spermatogonial expansion and meiosis” 
 
We have revised the main text as follows: 
 
 
“Rbpms2 likely promotes female fates temporally upstream of Bmp15[20] and estrogen 
(estradiol)[56]” 
 
“Within the bipotential ovary Cdk21 promotes mitotic divisions of gonocytes [60], and Amh limits 
gonial proliferation and promotes maturation[17]. In contrast to cyp19a1a mutants, rbpms2, 
bmp15, and amh mutants develop a bipotential ovary and begin to develop oocytes that ultimately 
fail prior to prophase I in the case of rbpms2[27] and after diplotene arrest in the case of 
bmp15[20] and cdk21[60], leading to eventual differentiation of an adult testis in these cases (Fig. 
6A-D). This suggests that Cyp19a1a is required earlier in gonad development than either Rbpms2, 
Amh, or Bmp15 (Fig. 6B-D).” 
 
We have also revised the figure to place amh near dmrt1/rbpms2 to better illustrate its role in 
promoting gonial proliferation and maturation. 
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